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The problem investigated in this paper is motivated by two sources.
(1) Elliptic curves (EC) with cyclic group of rational points over Þnite
Þelds play an important role in many applications of such curves to various
problems (cf., for example, [1, 10, 14]). In many algorithms that use ECs over
Þnite Þelds one chooses the EC at random, thus, it is but natural to ask about
the statistics of cyclic EC over Þnite Þelds, cf. [14, Problem 6.2]. More
precisely, one can be interested in the ratio c(q) of the number of (isomor-
phism classes of ) EC over F
q
with cyclic group to the whole number of EC
over F
q
, as well in the variation of c(q) with q. In particular, the Þelds F
q
with
c(q)"1, i.e., over which all EC are cyclic, are especially interesting.
(2) The second reason is a connection with (positive characteristic ana-
logue of ) the Cohen—Lenstra heuristics [2], giving an ÔÔexplanationÕÕ of the
fact that the (odd parts of ) class groups of say, complex quadratic Þelds (resp.
of hyperelliptic function Þelds with certain splitting conditions) tend to be
cyclic. The probability for the odd part of the class group of a complex
quadratic Þeld to be cyclic equals conjecturally
(f (2)f(3))/(3f)(6)C
=
g
=
(2))+0.977575,
where f(s) is the Riemann zeta-function, C
=
:"<=
i/2
f(i ), and g
=
(p) :"
<= (1!p~i ) for a prime p.i/2
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14 S. G. VLA[ DUT7To conÞrm the function Þeld analogue of this prediction one needs to
calculate the probability that the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve (with
certain splitting conditions) over a Þnite Þeld is cyclic. Most probably, this is
a diƒcult problem; here we present a kind of a ÔÔzero-step approximationÕÕ to
the problem, namely the problem of evaluating c(q).
In fact, historically, the cyclicity question arose in the context of conjec-
tures of Lang and Trotter [8], and also in SerreÕs ÔÔRe« sume« des cours
1977—78ÕÕ [13] in the rational number Þeld case (for a Þxed elliptic curve over
Q and its reductions modulo various primes). This question was extensively
investigated by R. Gupta and R. Murty [5, 6], also for the rational number
Þeld case.
Remark 1.1. The Cohen—Lenstra heuristics predict also that the probabil-
ity for the order of the class group (of a complex quadratic Þeld) to be
divisible by an odd prime l equals
1!g
=
(l)"l~1#l~2!l~5!l~7#2’1/l.
In the function Þeld case the analogue of this prediction follows from
a plausible (but not yet proved) statement on the distribution of the
Frobenius endomorphisms for hyperelliptic curves [3]. For elliptic curves
this probability was calculated by Lenstra (Proposition 1.14 of [9]). It equals
l/(l2!1) for q,1 mod l and 1/(l!1) otherwise. Averaging over all qÕs one
gets that the probability that an elliptic curve over a (non-Þxed) Þnite Þeld
has the order divisible by l equals
l (l) :"(l2!2)/((l2!1) (l!1))"l~1#l~2!l5!l~6#2,
the value of which is very close to the prediction for hyperelliptic curves but
never coincides with it. Let us give a few numerical examples:
1!g
=
(3)+0.43987, l(3)+0.4375;
1!g
=
(5)+0.23967, l(5)+0.23958;
1!g
=
(7)+0.16320, l(7)+0.16319.
Complete calculation of c (q) for any q is a rather diƒcult task, since it
depends on subtle arithmetic properties of q and some complex quadratic
Þelds. Nevertheless, one can obtain some results on the behaviour of c (q),
especially asymptotically.
Our principal results are a characterisation of qÕs with c(q)"1 and a gen-
eral asymptotic formula for c(q), that read as follows:
STATISTICS FOR ELLIPTIC CURVES 15THEOREM 4.1. „he condition c(q)"1 holds if and only if q"2l where lO2
is a prime (or l"1) and one of the following conditions is satisÞed:
(i) q!1 is prime (a Mersenne prime), qO4 (the case q"2 is included;
thus we consider here 1 as a prime);
(ii) q!1"l
1
) l
2
with primes l
1
, l
2
NS (q);
(iii) q!1"l
1
) l
2
) l
3
with primes l
1
, l
2
, l
3
NS (q).
Here we do not exclude the case of equal divisors.
Here S(q) denotes a certain set of ÔÔsmallÕÕ divisors of q!1, see Section 4.
THEOREM 6.1. For any positive e’0 we have
c(q)"<
l
A1!
1
l(l2!1)B#O(q~1@2‘e),
where the product is taken over all prime divisors of q!1, the constant implied
by the O-symbol being e⁄ectively (and easily) computable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we recall some
facts on EC which we need and also state the problem more precisely;
Section 3 is devoted to supersingular EC, for which the problem is easy; in
Section 4 we give a description of qÕs with c(q)"1; Section 5 contains the case
of even qÕs, while Section 6, that of the general qÕs. In Section 7 we propose
some open questions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we give some results on EC over Þnite Þelds and describe
some general results on c(q). Let q"pa be a power of a prime, and let F
q
be
a Þnite Þeld with q elements, its characteristic being p.
Let us recall some basic facts on EC over the Þnite Þeld F
q
. One Þnds
proofs, for example, in [10, 12, 15]. We use the following notation: E is an EC
deÞned over the Þnite Þeld F
q
, E(F
q
) is the group of its F
q
-rational points; the
order of this group is denoted by N"N(E ), and we set m"q#1!N. The
integer m is called the trace of Frobenius, since the Frobenius endomorphism
/3End
q
(E ) which acts on E raising the coordinates of points to the qth
power, satisÞes the equation /2!m/#q"0. By End
q
(E ) we denote the
ring of endomorphisms of E deÞned over the Þeld F
q
, End(E ) being the ring of
all endomorphisms of E (deÞned over the algebraic closure of F
q
). The
function Þeld analog of the Riemann hypothesis (which is proved in this case)
states that Dm D42Jq. We denote be u"u(E) the root of the equation
/2!m/#q"0 with positive imaginary part; thus it is an eigenvalue of /.
16 S. G. VLA[ DUT7By E[n] (n being a positive integer) we denote the n-torsion subgroup of
the group of points of E (over the algebraic closure of the ground Þeld). The
curve E is called supersingular (below often, ss) if E[p] is trivial, p being the
characteristic of F
q
, and ordinary, if it is not the case (then E[p]"Z/pZ). The
supersingularity of E is equivalent to the condition p Dm. Two EC, E and E @,
are called isogenous if there exists a surjective map of E onto E @ deÞned
over F
q
.
PROPOSITION 2.1. ‚et E and E @ be elliptic curves over a Þnite Þeld F
q
. „hen
E is isogenous to E @ if and only if
AE(F
q
)"AE @ (F
q
).
As usual, we denote by AS or A(S) the cardinality of a Þnite set S.
Therefore, an isogeny class of elliptic curves over F
q
is deÞned by the value
of m; let I (m) be the class corresponding to m, i.e., an EC from I(m) has exactly
q#1!m points deÞned over F
q
, and let N(m) be its cardinality, i.e., the
number of F
q
-isomorphism classes of EC with exactly (q#1!m) F
q
-points.
PROPOSITION 2.2. ‚et m be an integer with m244q. „hen I(m) is not empty
if and only if one of the following holds:
(i) p does not divide m;
(ii) q is an odd power of p and one of the following holds,
(ii
1
) m"0;
(ii
2
) p"2 or 3, and m"$Jpq;
(iii) q is an even power of p and one of the following holds,
(iii
1
) m"$2Jq;
(iii
2
) m"$Jq, and p"3 or p,2 mod3;
(iii
3
) m"0, and p,2, 3 mod4.
Note that the case (i) corresponds to ordinary curves, while points (ii) and
(iii) correspond to supersingular curves.
Proposition 2.2 describes all possible orders of the group E(F
q
). In fact all
possible isomorphism classes of E (F
q
) are also known (cf., e.g., [16; 17,
Theorem 2.4.31]; a similar description was also independently obtained by F.
Voloch as well as by H.-G. Ru‹ ck):
THEOREM 2.1. A Þnite group G of order N"q#1!m, m244q, is
isomorphic to E(F
q
) for an EC over F
q
if and only if one of the following
conditions holds:
(i) p does not divide m, and GKZ/A]Z/B, where B DA, B D (m!2);
(ii) q is an odd power of p and one of the following holds:
(ii
1
a) m"0, p,1, 2 mod 4, and G is cyclic;
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1
b) m"0, p,3 mod4, and G is either cyclic or GKZ/A]Z/2
where A"(q#1)/2;
(ii
2
) p"2 or 3, m"$Jpq, and G is cyclic;
(iii) q is an even power of p and one of the following holds,
(iii
1
) m"$2Jq, and GK(Z/A)2, where A"JqG1;
(iii
2
) m"$Jq, and p"3 or p,2 mod3, and G is cyclic;
(iii
3
) m"0, and p,2, 3 mod4, and G is cyclic.
Then note that E(F
q
) is non-cyclic if and only if there exists a prime lOp
such that E[l]-E (F
q
). Thus it is important to have a criterion for this
inclusion; such a criterion can be given in terms of the endomorphism ring of
E. To begin with, let us describe possible endomorphism rings. They are
orders in a complex quadratic Þeld or in a quaternion algebra.
An order in a complex quadratic Þeld K is a subring of the Þeld, Þnitely
generated as Z-module, and not coinciding with the ring of rational integers
Z. Let O
K
"O
max
be the maximal order in K which is the integral closure of
Z in K. Any order O in K is of the form O"Z#c )O
K
for a positive integer
c which is called the conductor of O. The discriminant *(O) of O equals in this
case Dc2 where D is the discriminant of the Þeld K; thus * (O) determines the
order O uniquely, and we write O"O(*). We denote by Q
=,p
the unique
quaternion algebra over Q which ramiÞes exactly at R and p; maximal
orders in Q
=,p
are non-commutative rings of rank four over Z.
PROPOSITION 2.3. ‚et m be as in Proposition 2.2. „hen the following rings are
precisely the ones occurring as endomorphism rings End
q
(E) for E3I (m):
(i) if p does not divide m, all quadratic orders containing O (m2!4q);
(ii) for m"$2Jq, all maximal orders in Q
=,p
;
(iii) if p divides m and mO$2Jq, all quadratic orders containing
O(m2!4q) with the conductor coprime with p.
Note that in cases (i) and (ii) all the endomorphisms of E (over the algebraic
closure of F
q
) are deÞned over F
q
.
Now we can give the mentioned criterion. Note that E[l]-E(F
q
) implies
that l2 D (q#1!m), l D (q!1).
PROPOSITION 2.4. ‚et l2 D (q#1!m), l D (q!1). „hen the inclusion
E[l]-E (F
q
) is equivalent to the condition
either /3Z, or O( (m2!4q)/ l2 )-End
q
(E ).
Note that /3Z implies m"$2Jq.
Using Proposition 2.2 one can also compute all the values of N(m). Let
* be a negative integer; then set
H(*) :"+h (O),
18 S. G. VLA[ DUT7where h (O) is the class number of an order O and the summation is taken over
all complex quadratic orders containing O (*). For any *(0 we put
h (*) :"h (O(* )), then one rewrites the deÞnition of H (*) as
H (*) :"++h (*/l2 ),
with the interior sum taken over all l with integral */l2.
Let p be an odd prime. For an integer x deÞne s (x)"s
p
(x) to be equal to 0,
1, or !1 if x is divisible by p, non-zero square (mod p), and non-square
(mod p), respectively. For p"2 we set s (x)"s
2
(x) to be equal to 0, 1, or !1
for x being even, congruent to $1 and $3 (mod8), respectively.
THEOREM 2.2. ‚et m be as in Proposition 2.2. „hen N(m) equals:
(i) H(m2!4q) if p is coprime with m;
(ii) if q is not a square then
(ii
1
) H(!4p) for m"0;
(ii
2
) 1 for m"$Jpq with p"2 or 3;
(iii) if q is a square then
(iii
1
) (p#6!4s(!3)!3s (!4))/12 for m"$2Jq;
(iii
2
) 1!s (!3) for m"$Jq
(iii
3
) 1!s (!4) for m"0.
Theorem 2.1 shows that the groups E (F
q
) are of di⁄erent types for ordinary
and supersingular EC, respectively. Therefore it is natural to deÞne
c(q)
ss
:"AMsupersingular cyclic EC/F
q
N/AMall ss EC/F
q
N;
c(q)
ord
:"AMordinary cyclic EC/F
q
N/AMall ordinary EC/F
q
N.
In the asymptotic setting one is interested in the values
C :"lim supMc(q) : qPRN and c :"lim infMc(q) : qPRN
as well as
C
ss
:"lim supMc (q)
ss
: qPRN, and c
ss
:"lim infMc(q)
ss
: qPRN;
C
ord
:"lim supMc (q)
ord
: qPRN, and c
ord
:"lim infMc (q)
ord
: qPRN.
Moreover, as it will be clear below, the behavior of c(q) depends on the
characteristic p of F
q
and we deÞne
C
p
:"lim supMc (q) : q"pm for some mN,
c
p
:"lim infMc (q) : q"pm for some mN;
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C
odd
:"lim supMc (q) : q oddN, c
odd
:"lim infMc (q) :q oddN;
C
ev
:"lim supMc (q) : q evenN, c
ev
:"lim infMc (q) : q evenN.
3. SUPERSINGULAR CASE
For supersingular (below, ss) curves the situation is rather simple which
leads to the complete calculation of c(q)
ss
.
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) ‚et q be a non-square. „hen
(i
1
) c (q)
ss
"1 for p,1 mod4 and for p"2;
(i
2
) c (q)
ss
"1/2 for p,3 mod4;
(ii) ‚et q be a square. „hen
(ii
1
) cq)
ss
"0 for p,1 mod12;
(ii
2
) c (q)
ss
"24/(p#31) for p,5 mod12;
(ii
3
) c (q)
ss
"24/(p#29) for p,7 mod12;
(ii
4
) c (q)
ss
"36/(p#49) for p,11 mod12;
(ii
5
) c (q)
ss
"5/7 for p"2, c (q)
ss
"2/3 for p"3.
Proof. Note that by Theorem 2.1 the cyclicity of a ss EC is determined by
the value of m in all cases except the case p,3 mod4, m"0. In the last case
the proof of Theorem 2.1 (cf. [17, pp. 210!211]) shows that the numbers of
cyclic and non-cyclic EC with m"0 are equal. Then one proves the proposi-
tion comparing Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 on the case-by-case basis. The calcu-
lations are similar in all cases, and we give them, e.g., in the case (ii
4
). By
Theorem 2.2 the total number of ss EC equals (p#13)/6#4#2"
(p#49)/6, while the number of cyclic among them equals 4#2"6 by
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
COROLLARY 3.1. C
ss
"1, c
ss
"0.
It should be mentioned, however, that the total number of ss EC over
F
q
which is in any case O(Jq) is small in comparison with the total number
of all EC over F
q
which is close to 2q (cf. [9, p. 653]). Thus while considering
asymptotic behaviour of c(q) one needs to take into account only ordinary
EC.
4. q WITH c(q)"1
One can characterize those q for which c (q)"1, i.e., for which all EC over
F
q
are cyclic. To state the result one needs the following notation. Let P
n
(a)
20 S. G. VLA[ DUT7for positive integers a and n s.t. 14n4a/2 be the set of prime numbers
satisfying the condition
(Ja!1)/J2n4p4(Ja#1)/J2n
Note that AP
n
(a)42 for all pairs (a, n) s.t. 14n4a/2. Set
S (a) :"Z MP
n
(a) : 14n4a/2N.
One veriÞes the following simple
LEMMA 4.1. (i) S (a)"Mp : Da#1!kp2 D42Ja for some even kN;
(ii) S (a) contains all primes 4J2a1@4.
THEOREM 4.1. „he condition c(q)"1 holds if and only if q"2l where lO2
is a prime (or l"1) and one of the following conditions is satisÞed:
(i) q!1 is prime (a Meresenne prime), qO4 (the case q"2 is included;
thus we consider here 1 as a prime);
(ii) q!1"l
1
) l
2
with primes l
1
, l
2
NS (q);
(iii) q!1"l
1
) l
2
) l
3
with primes l
1
, l
2
, l
3
NS (q).
Here we do not exclude the case of equal divisors.
Proof. Let us show that any of the above conditions is suƒcient for
c(q)"1. Indeed, let q!1 be a prime, q58 (for q"2 the claim is clear). Then
for any prime l the conditions l2 D (q#1!m) and l D (q!1) are contradictory:
the second condition implies l"q!1 which contradicts l2 D (q#1!m)
since q#1!m4(Jq#1)2 and thus (q!1)24(Jq#1)2 which is im-
possible for q58. In the cases (ii) and (iii) one argues as follows: the condition
l D (q!1) implies that l"l
1
, l
2
, or l
3
and that lNS(q). Therefore, by Lemma
4.1(i), the condition l2 D (q#1!m) for some m with m244q implies that
q#1!m"kl2 with an odd k and thus m is even. This means that we are in
the supersingular situation and Theorem 2.1(ii) shows that any EC within the
isogeny class I (m) is cyclic.
Conversely, let q be even, and let q!1 either have at least four prime (may
be, coinciding) divisors or let it have a divisor within S (q). In fact, by Lemma
4.1(ii) one can suppose that q!1 has a prime divisor l3S (q). It means that
there do exist m and k s.t. m244q, k is even, and q#1!m"kl2. Then an
EC E in the isogeny class I (m) with End
q
(E )"O((m2!4q)/ l2) is non-cyclic
and thus c (q)(1. If q is odd then q!1 is even; one can set l"2, and choose
m"0 or 2 of the form q#1!4k. Then m244q and the isogeny class I (m)
contains a non-cyclic EC.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let q"2048"211; then q!1"23 ) 89, S (q)"M2, 3, 5,
7, 23N, and thus c(q)(1.
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not. Since it is very plausible that the set of MersenneÕs primes is inÞnite, one
conjectures that this set is inÞnite, too. This would imply that C
ev
"1, which
is really the case and will be proved in the next section.
5. EVEN q
In this section we investigate the case of even q and prove.
THEOREM 5.1. …e have C
ev
"1 and thus C"1.
Proof. Let us note the following fact: ‚et l be a prime. „hen in the prime
factorization 2l!1"p
1
)2 ) pr the least prime divisor p1’l"log2 q.
Indeed, one notes that 2p,1 (mod l) implies l’p since p should have
a non-trivial common divisor with l!1 and thus should divide it.
Let us now deduce the theorem. Let q"2p for a prime p. Recall that by
Theorem 2.2 the total number of ordinary isomorphism classes of ECÕs over
F
q
equals N
ord
"+H (t2!4q)"++h ((t2!4q)/l2 ), where the Þrst sum is
taken over odd t with negative t2!4q, and in the double sum the interior
sum is taken over all integers l with integral (t2!4q)/l2. Let us now estimate
the number of non-cyclic ordinary isomorphism classes and show that its
ratio to N
ord
tends to zero for growing prime p, which implies the theorem
since c(q)
ss
"1 by the results of Section 3. In fact we are going to show that it
is the case for any isogeny class, i.e., that the ratio of the number of non-cyclic
isomorphism classes within an isogeny class to the cardinality of the isogeny
class itself tends to zero for growing prime p. Let us Þx an odd t, t2(4q,
and let *"t2!4q"!p2
1
)2 p2
s
) l2
1
)2 l2
r
)D, where p
1
,2 , ps , l1 ,2 , lr
are primes and D is a square-free positive integer, l
1
,2 , lr being exactly
the primes s.t. l2 D*, l2 D (t#1!q), l D (q!1); note that l
i
’p and thus
r((p#2)/log
2
p. Then by Proposition 2.4 the number of non-cyclic isomor-
phism classes does not exceed
+h (*/l2
i
)#+h(*/(l2
i
) l2
j
)#2 ,
while the number of cyclic isomorphism classes is not less than h (*). Let us
now use the following simple
LEMMA 5.1. ‚et a’2 be a positive integer, a D *. „hen
h (*/a2)/h (*)42 < (l!1)~1.
where the product is taken over all prime divisors l of a.
22 S. G. VLA[ DUT7Proof. This follows easily from the well-known formula for h (*), see for
example, Theorem 7 of [7, Chap. 8]. m
It follows from the lemma that the ratio of the number of non-cyclic
isomorphism classes to the number of cyclic isomorphism classes does not
exceed
2(+ (l
i
!1)~1#+(l
i
!1)~1 (l
j
!1)~1#2).
Since l
i
’p this ratio is bounded by
2Mr(p!1)~1#r2 (p!1)~2#2N(2r/(p!1!r),
which tends to zero for growing p since r((p#2)/log
2
p. m
COROLLARY 5.1. C
ord
"1.
Remark 5.1. Clearly, Theorem 5.1 follows from Theorem 6.1 which is
much more general. We give the above proof of Theorem 5.1 for two reasons:
Þrstly, the proof gives the corresponding statement within each isogeny class,
and secondly, it is more ÔÔelementaryÕÕ than that of Theorem 6.1 since the
former does not use modular curves.
6. GENERAL q
In this section we give a general formula for c(q) which permits us to
calculate its asymptotical values.
THEOREM 6.1. For any positive e’0 we have
c (q)"<
l
A1!
1
l(l2!1)B#O(q~1@2‘e ),
where the product is taken over all prime divisors of q!1, the constant implied
by the O-symbol being efectively (and easily) computable.
Proof. We use the following fact:
LEMMA 6.1. ‚et Ml
1
,2 , lrN be a non-empty set of prime divisors of q!1,
and let
… (l
1
,2 , lr ) :"MEC E over Fq : AE(Fq ) [l1 )2 ) lr]"l21 )2 ) l2r N.
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DA… (l
1
,2 , lr)!2q
r
<
i/1
l~1
i
(l2
i
!1)~1 D4C @(2rJq )
with C @"(10J2#1)/12.
Lemma 6.1 is a particular case of the formula for w(m, n) in [4, p. 245]; its
proof is based on the minute study of modular curves over Þnite Þelds.
Then one uses an obvious criterion of cyclicity:
E is cyclic i⁄ ENZM… (l) : l D (q!1)N.
Using then the inclusion—exclusion principle and noting that AME over
F
q
N"2q#O(1) and that
r
Y
i/1
… (l
i
)"… (l
1
,2 , lr )
for any r one gets the theorem. m
COROLLARY 6.1. One has
C
p
"<
l
A1!
1
l (l2!1)B,
where the product is taken over all prime divisors of (p!1);
c
p
"<
l
A1!
1
l (l2!1)B,
where the product is taken over all primes Op.
COROLLARY 6.2. One has
c"c
odd
"<
l
A1!
1
l (l2!1)B+0.7879;
c
p
"c ) p3!p
p3!p!1+0.7879 )
p3!p
p3!p!1 ;
and, in particular,
c
2
"c
ev
"6c/5+0.9455,
c
3
"24c/23+0.8222.
24 S. G. VLA[ DUT7Let us deÞne ”
p
to be the set of limit points of the values c(q) for q being
a power of a prime p; thus C
p
, c
p
3” by the deÞnition. Moreover, one easily
deduces from Theorem 6.1
COROLLARY 6.3. ”
p
"[c
p
, C
p
].
7. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS
7.1. Higher Genera
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, a really interesting issue
(Cohen—Lenstra heuristics) would be to get results analogous to the above
ones for any hyperelliptic curves (with some mild additional conditions). It is
clear that the whole machinery used above is useless for this more general
question. But still one can ask whether it is possible to investigate the case of
genus two curves approximately along the same lines using the fact that
ÔÔmanyÕÕ (principally polarized) abelian varieties of dimension 2 are Jacobians
and the information on such varieties contained in [18, 11].
7.2. Measures Associated to the Cyclicity of EC
Let us Þx a prime p. One can associate with cyclicity problem for elliptic
curves in characteristic p a non-negative measure of the total mass one on the
unit interval in the following manner: set
k(n)
p
:"dc (p)#dc (p2)#2#dc (pn)
n
,
where d
a
is the Dirac measure supported at a. The measure k(n)
p
is a positive
measure of total mass one on [0, 1]. When n goes to inÞnity the measure k(n)
p
tends (in the *-weak topology) to a measure k
p
which characterizes the
overall cyclicity statistics for EC in characteristic p; clearly, k
p
is supported on
”
p
. The question is then to describe k
p
explicitly (presumably it has a con-
tinuous density).
We hope to return to these questions in a subsequent publication.
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